
The client had an immediate need to improve efficiency of 

communication between their branch offices/stores. 

Currently all traffic was traversing through traditional IPsec 

VPNs. This meant that all traffic in the VPN was routed via 

the hub (datacenter) even for inter-site communication. 

This resulted in high latency and impacted the quality of 

communication between sites. Since all traffic was routed 

through the hub, it had to be always up & stable. This 

resulted in high maintenance effort and costs, and 

severely affected communication in the event of 

unplanned hub downtime.

The client is one of the largest home furniture 

manufacturers & retailers in the world, with major 

manufacturing facilities in the United States and 

abroad.

To find out how GAVS can help your organization, please visit
www.gavstech.com

CASE STUDY

Client Overview

The Business Situation

Reduced Network Latency and Improved Performance 
through Effective Inter-Site Communication with Dynamic Multipoint VPN

The Solution
GAVS migrated the client to Dynamic Multipoint VPN 

(DMVPN) from IP Security (IPsec) VPN for effective 

communication between all sites (stores). Some of the 

solution details are outlined below:

Hub-and-spoke and spoke-to-spoke DMVPN 
configuration. Multipoint Generic Routing Encapsulation 
(mGRE) tunnels established with IPsec protection.

Key server introduced to the IPsec VPN. Routing metrics 
modified on tunnel interfaces and symmetric routing 
between branch offices enabled in the hub, for network 
stability.

Headquarters transitioned first to Group Encrypted 
Transport VPN (GETVPN) encryption, followed by 
individual site transition to GETVPN one at a time. 
GETVPN enabled interfaces confirmed operational.

Dynamic multipoint tunnels between sites created after 
one-time communication with the hub. Tunnels dedicated 
to direct inter-store communication - without routing 
through the hub, reducing latency and maintenance.

The dynamic multipoint tunnels ensure that inter-store 
communication is not impacted even if the hub is down.

Challenges

Solution Highlights

Solution Outcomes

Poor quality of inter-site communication due to 
old, traditional IPsec VPNs

High latency since all inter-store traffic had to 
be routed through the hub

Hub downtime immediately stalled all traffic

Steep maintenance effort to ensure uninterrupted 
communication

Zero Touch deployment of Cisco DMVPN

Rapid DMVPN migration for 57 sites done 
remotely from single location

Enablement of datacenter independent 
communication between 57 sites

Drastic reduction in network latency and 
datacenter routing overhead

Decrease in data flow in hub data centers

Reduction in response time between stores 
from 35 milliseconds to 10 milliseconds

Rapid scaling to thousands of spokes through 
Server Load Balancing (SLB)

High performance guarantee by incremental 
addition of hubs


